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Just Line Around by Kinsey McVay
Today we will be creating lines based on the book Just Line Around by Kinsy McVay. Like
the author, we will draw lines as emotions or actions. Next, we will make our lines out of
string, or you can use any materials you have around your house.

Instructions for your Lines:
Materials Needed:
• Just Line Around worksheet
• Markers
• Yarn or string (different colors
or white)
• Glue or tape
• Scissors
Here is an example of what your
different types of lines might look
like as you draw them dancing,
sneezing, humming and more!
We will start by drawing a variety
of lines representing actions and
then covering them in a color
string that best fits the line’s
emotion.

Step 1:
Draw your line. This will be the base
of how your other lines will look.
It should be as straight and flat as
possible, like the one in the book.

Step 2:
Go through the worksheet and draw
your line while you laugh, hum, wave,
dance.

Step 3:
Once you have drawn all of your
lines, decide which color should
represent each action. When you are
laughing, you are happy, so what is
a happy color to you? I chose yellow
to represent happy, so I put a yellow
string over the laughing line. Your
happy color could be different than
mine. Maybe happy to you is best
represented by blue, green, red,
violet, pink, or orange. If you do not
have that color string, try using white
string and coloring it with a marker!

Step 4:
Start by setting the string along the
line you made and then gluing or
taping it down.

Step 5:
Once you are done with your lines,
make sure to show us by tagging
us @suma_museum and with the
hashtag, #SUMAatHome.

SHARE!

Now that you have created your lines, share a photo of your masterpiece with SUMA so we can
share it with the community. Tag us on Instagram @suma_museum, use
#SUMAatHome or email us your photo at experiencesuma@suu.edu.

MORE ACTIVITIES
go.suu.edu/sumaathome

Line:

Line that's humming:

Line that's sneezing:

Line that'S laughing:

Line that's dancing:

Line that's waving:

